Abstract

In this paper we present an extension to a hierarchical tree based implicit surface modelling system that includes interactively controlling style and appearance, and also creating a more accurate curvature based polygonal approximation. Multiple styles can be layered and applied to objects so that they are guided by local geometry although not strictly bound by it. To achieve this a new node, the Style Unary Node, is added to the ShapeShop BlobTree, which creates a style blending region inspired by primitive field blending. As visualization of implicit surfaces in interactive environments is often based on polygonization a more accurate curvature based polygonisation algorithm is also presented.

1. Introduction

Techniques used for scientific illustration often combine several rendering styles to create an image where particular aspects of a model or scene are emphasized. Altering a model’s appearance includes changing: the colour; the style of rendering eg pen-and-ink, wireframe, shading styles; and transparency.

Illustration style choices are often guided by geometry, but not necessarily bound by it. There are two common approaches to illustrating a model with multiple styles. One approach is to associate appearance attributes with parts of a model (or scene), for example using shapes, primitives or vertices. Alternatively, a viewing lens can be used to highlight a region of interest where there is no connection to the underlying geometry.

In skeletally based Implicit Surface Modelling (ISM) systems primitives (individuals or groups) naturally define parts of an object, using these boundaries can be very useful in attributing appearance or style. Associating appearances that are strictly limited to primitives, however, does not offer any complexity in terms of blending multiple styles over regions of a model. Lenses are very effective at blending styles and avoiding strict object or geometric boundaries. But because there is no connection to the underlying shape, benefits of using the geometry are lost.

In this research a method is presented that combines the
of both primitive-assigned attributes and lenses. The method is applied to ShapeShop [SWG05] a sketch based, tree structured ISM system, where complex objects are constructed from simpler primitives.

Implicit surfaces provide a solution of choice for volume modelling applications. This is due to the representational compactness and the rich set of editing operators that can easily be defined.

Multiple styles can be combined (or layered) and applied so as not to be strictly limited to shape boundaries, rather they are guided by them. Using Implicit Surfaces allows styles to be blended between regions in much the same way that primitives can be blended. A new node has therefore been added to an ISM tree. The Style Unary Node (SUN) is only used for altering the appearance of of an object and does not affect its geometry. This node facilitates assignment of styles to regions of interest whilst not limiting the styles to traditional primitive boundaries. It also allows layering and blending of multiple styles and can be moved interactively anywhere in the modelling tree.

A secondary contribution of the work presented in this paper is a curvature based polygonization algorithm. Interactive visualization of implicit surfaces generally use a spatial subdivision, continuation algorithm for speed. Although is is a fast method the results are not very smooth when viewed with resolutions used in interactive ISM systems. We present a curvature based algorithm that produces more accurate approximations of the surface in acceptable times.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 the related work is discussed. Section 3 contains the details about the implementation of the Style Unary Node. The polygonisation method for better approximation of the surface is described in Section 4. Results are presented in Section 5 and Conclusions and Future Work in Section 6.

2. Related Work

An Implicit surface [BBB*97] \( S \), is composed of the set of points derived from a scalar field function \( f(p) \) as follows:

\[
S = \{ p \in \mathbb{R}^3 : f(p) = iso \}
\]

where iso is a constant value defining the iso-surface and \( p = (x,y,z) \). Functions \( f() \) are called Fields, and specific values of \( f(p) \) are referred to as Field Values. Differential geometry is used to ascertain geometric attributes, for example, the gradient of \( f(p) \) defines the normal vector of the surface and the second order derivative can be used to extract shape characteristics such as curvature.

Implicit Surface Modelling (ISM) systems often employ a tree-based data structure for model representation where implicit primitives can be represented using geometric primitives and modelling operations. In [WGG99], Wyvill et al. propose a structure called the BlobTree, which is a hierarchical tree-based method that allows arbitrary compositions of models using blending, warping and boolean operations from skeletally based primitives. Pasko [PASS95] describes a function representation modelling system known as FRep. In [AGCA06], Allègre et al. present a hybrid modelling framework called the HybridTree, which is also an extended CSG tree. The HybridTree uses implicit models and polygonal meshes for editing operations.

Sketch based ISM systems allow a user to create implicit models directly from user’s strokes. Teddy [IMT07] was the first free form sketch based modelling concept (although it used polygonal models). Karpenko et al. [KHR02] developed the concept further to achieve a smoother appearance by using variational implicit surfaces. Araujo and Jorge [AJ03] improved the method presented by Karpenko by improving the identification of details. Convolution surfaces are used in ConvMo [TZF04]. And in FreeFormSketch [AJ05b] Araujo presents a rich set of operators mixing variational implicit surfaces and multi partition of unity [OBA03].

In ShapeShop [SWSJ06], Schmidt et al. included hierarchical implicit volume models, specifically BlobTrees, to allow more complex objects to be created. The hierarchy can be viewed as a construction history and individual sketched components can be non-linearly edited. ShapeShop has previously only displayed objects in solid colours, using pen-and-ink stipple and strokes [SIW06], or interactive decal compositing [SGW06].

Several non-photorealistic rendering techniques have been applied to implicit surfaces to enhance their appearance. Rendering features such as the silhouette outlines [BH98] improves the expressiveness of a model. Foster et al. [FJW*05] present a pen-and-ink rendering system using a Witkin-Heckbert based particle system [WH94] to trace the silhouette (in a similar manner to Bremmer and Hughes [BH98]) and also track discontinuities or small scale details of the surface. Differential geometry can be used to identify ridges and valleys of an implicit surface [BPK98, OBS04] and render them using a polygonal approximation.

Effects are generally applied to models globally without allowing the user any fine control over the appearance and combining styles. Changing the appearance of an object can be achieved by using lens-type filters that have no connection to underlying geometry or by associating style properties with an object. Bier et al. presented MagicLenses™ [BSP*94] as user interface tools based on the principle of a magnifying glass, which used filters to modify the appearance of application objects. This technique has been extended to viewing 3D objects [VCWP96, PC03, RH04].

Cole et al. [CDF*06] use a technique similar to a lens that is applied to 3D models for architecture. A “stylized focus” effect (circular, spherical or planar) is created where a user
Techniques that associate styles with defining geometry are frequently aimed at visualizing 3D scan data. Ebert and Rheingans [ER00] combined volume rendering and non-photorealistic rendering to produce a wide range of illustration styles. Hauser et al. [HMiBG01] present a volume rendering technique that allows the user to select rendering styles for different subsets of 3D data. VolumeShop [BVG05] uses volume data in a dynamic 3D illustration environment that combines artistic styles with visualization techniques. In [BG07] Bruckner and Gröller introduce Style Transfer Functions for segmented volume data. Styles are captured from existing artworks and a single image combines different shading styles.

Visualization of implicit surfaces requires the sampling of a scalar field to create an image. Approximating implicit surfaces using polygonal meshes (polygonizing) is used for real-time visualization using commodity hardware. Cell partitioning techniques are the most popular method, where a mesh is created based on space subdivision. Wyvill et al. [WMW86] proposed a polygonization process by subdividing the space into cubic cells. This is also the basis of the Marching Cubes algorithm [LC87]. Surface tracking approaches such as Hilton’s [AHASJI96] Marching Triangles follow the surface and minimises poor edge ratios and sampling errors. Hartman [E.98] proposed a similar approach based on point-set expansion. Cermak [CS02] proposed a variant of Marching Triangles named Edge Spinning.

Adaptive polygonization captures local shape characteristics without increasing the global resolution. Both Akkouche [GA01] and Cermak [CS04] present extended marching triangles. Similar methods using additional local subdivisions are described by both Paiva [PLLdF06] and Bouthors [BN07]. Karkanis [KS01] uses a curvature radius heuristic to generate an adaptive. Araujo’s [AJ05b] curvature dependent polygonization uses mean and gaussian curvature in heuristics for triangle size definition. The approach, however, was only supported by smooth variational implicit surfaces.

Previous sketch-based ISM systems do not concentrate on providing flexibility for assigning styles. One of the motivations for the work presented in this paper is to identify a method of representing style choices in a coherent and flexible manner. The ShapeShop BlobTree is ideal for this task due to the sketch based metaphor and a hierarchical tree structure. This provides an ideal base with which to enrich an ISM system (capable of producing complex models) to also include complexity in terms of appearance. As style visualization in interactive ISM systems is generally based on polygonization, a secondary aim of this work is to provide the user with a better approximation to the surface. Curvature should be considered for a good approximation to an implicit surface and also to accurately reproduce shape features.

3. Style Nodes

Style Unary Nodes (SUNs) are inserted anywhere in the modelling tree and affect the appearance of individual or groups of primitives. Properties are applied to either single primitives (child leaf nodes) or groups, which constitute a sub-tree of the complete modelling tree. Any number of nodes can be inserted anywhere in the tree and their appearances are layered and blended.

Techniques inspired from implicit primitive blending allow styles to extend beyond shape boundaries to affect the appearance of neighbours. Cached field values are referenced to create a smooth and user-variable transition.

In Figure 1, a gecko has been rendered using a collection of SUNs. The first is applied globally and defines that the main colour is green, this SUN is applied to the whole tree, i.e. it is inserted directly below the root node. Other SUNs are applied to the front legs and tail to achieve the changes in colour and style. Notice that the gecko’s tail (a single primitive) has a SUN to specify that it should be drawn in wireframe, with a blend region where both transparent polygons and wireframe are shown.

3.1. The Tree Traversal and SUN List Creation

SUNs are internal nodes and are treated like compositions (blend, union, intersection, difference) in a tree traversal. A traditional tree traversal evaluates compositions of primitives to determine the final geometry of the object, i.e. the field value for any point in space. Style nodes are evaluated along with field evaluations. A tree traversal returns field values to be used in shape compositions and also any SUNs to be used in style compositions. In order to keep shape compositions and style compositions separate Style Nodes are implemented as unary nodes. They do not contribute to the field value they merely pass the value from their descendants through to the parent when an evaluation is made. A list of SUNs is returned in the same evaluation step to minimise computation time. SUNs store vertex field values for their descendants during the tree traversal. Recalculation is necessary only when the descendant subtree is altered.

3.2. Layering and Blending

Displaying multiple ancestors is achieved by layering styles. There are three types of style changes that are considered:

1. Colour
2. Polygon appearance: wireframe, smooth polygons, transparency
3. Lines: stipples, strokes, features

This does not create conflicting situations as can be seen in Figure 2 where stipples, wireframe and smooth shading are all used to illustrate a single model of a dolphin.

Blending regions are created between a child affected by a SUN and its neighbours. The appearance of polygons is...
4. Curvature based polygonization

A novel algorithm is presented to create controlled polygonal approximations of implicit surfaces. Using a surface tracking approach, a better approximation is achieved using regions of high curvature rather than spatial subdivision approaches. This algorithm is able to generate an adaptive mesh on the fly, in one step without requiring a post processing re-meshing step. Larger triangles are created in regions of low curvature and smaller ones where curvature is high.

This robust method overcomes the sensitivities of surface tracking approaches: it avoids mesh overlap and has support where the gradient is not defined. The polygonization algorithm is guaranteed to be finite in a given volume. Adaptive polygonization is achieved using edge length constraining heuristics calculated during the mesh expansion. The heuristics are based on the curvature information calculated from derivative analysis of the implicit function.

4.1. Polygonization Cycle

Polygonization starts with a seed point computed from a bounding box of the implicit surface volume. The seed point is projected onto the surface using Newton Raphson steps based on gradient evaluation of the field function. The set of points is expanded using newly created vertices. New vertices are created on the tangent plane of existing points and corrected using on principal directions of curvature, expansion angle and point adjacency information.

3.3. Family Traits

SUNs affect either the family or only their children. Family traits affect all of the descendants, which is useful for changing the appearance of a large region of the model i.e. an entire subtree, See Figure 1 where the gecko's front left leg is red, the subtree contains the blended leg and foot primitives.

Child traits affect only immediate children, which is useful for limiting the appearance of changes to restricted areas of a surface. For example, see Figure 1 the front right leg has its colour changed but the foot, its child node, has the colour of the initial SUN (directly below the root node).

Where a style node is set to only pass on its appearance traits to its immediate children, the descendants do not have this SUN added to the list of contributing nodes.
The number of points required to cover an area is defined by the angle $\theta$ between the original point and two neighbours that are projected onto the local tangent plane, defined by the principal curvature direction of the original (unexpanded) point. As depicted in Figure 4, the number $n$ of triangles needed to complete the expansion is computed by dividing the angle $\theta$ by $\frac{\pi}{3}$ which produces quasi-equilateral triangles. According to the number $(n-1)$ of new edges required, new points are placed on the tangent plane at a distance from the original point given by the heuristic value.

The same approach was used by both Hartman [E.98] and Araujo [AJ05a] reducing the possibility of mesh overlap compared to non ordered FIFO or LIFO list policy. Explicit representation of the mesh boundary (such as the front representation used by these approaches does not need to managed).

Before proceeding with the expansion, the distances between the current and the possible new points are estimated. This desired distance can be a constant to produce a uniform polygonization, or based on a heuristic computed using curvature. A collision test searches all the neighbouring points using the heuristic distance value. If no collision is detected, the expansion proceeds and generates new unexpanded points that are projected on the surface using a few iterations of Newton-Raphson steps to achieve predefined precision. Finally, the mesh is updated with new triangles that join new unexpanded points. If the test fails, links between the current point and the nearest point are created and points are duplicated then expanded in order to connect both parts of the mesh. The original point is then removed from the expansion list and the adjacency information of both neighbours of the point are updated considering the new triangulation layout, as shown in Figure 4. This process is repeated until no more expansion is possible. Figure 3 presents the pseudo code of the algorithm.

The final edge length uses a weighted sum based on the candidate point value, its neighbours and the distance between them. This algorithm is therefore less sensitive to high curvature variation and provides a mesh with smooth triangle size transition. Various strategies were followed to produce and control the quality of the adaptive mesh, specifically triangle edge length for the heuristic distance value. Principal curvature, mean, gauss and absolute maximum curvature or shape index are computed. The heuristic-based edge length uses a user-defined scale of the curvature measurement. Thresholds are used to bound the minimum and maximum accepted edge lengths. Binding this value avoids too small or large triangles and the quality of the approximation. This value is used to estimate a local radius of curvature heuristic because derivative analysis of the curvature is not performed. This algorithm also evaluates the heuristic on the neighbours of the candidate point providing a more robust edge length definition related to possible curvature variation.
4.3. Mesh Overlap Avoidance

Mesh overlap is a typical problem of surface tracking approaches and its avoidance is usually time consuming. The test needs to be efficient and robust considering a dynamic point set. Existing approaches perform the collision test between the boundary of the generated mesh and unexpanded points. The mesh expansion can, however, lead to collisions with interior parts of the mesh. Collision detection, in this research, relies on an octree data structure which is updated dynamically. This structure allows us to spatially store all the points and reduce the neighbour query time. Octree cells are subdivided when they contain more than a predefined number of points. The maximum capacity in our implementation is 15. By doing so, the query which traverses the octree to identify possible colliding points is efficient. Regarding the point expansion, an additional cache is used storing the last visited cells taking advantage of the spacial coherence of the mesh growing process. Two different collision scenarios are considered. If the nearest point is located in the boundary of the mesh, both points are connected and we proceed with a local expansion. If the nearest point is part of the mesh interior, the expansion of the point is simply aborted. These scenarios may arise from unstable values of the implicit function during the polygonization process.

5. Results

Results show that style assignment using an internal node to a hierarchical tree-based system and curvature based polygonization achieves results that are not available with other ISM systems. Complexity and flexibility is achieved by using interactively placed SUNs that allow many different combinations of styles in one image. SUNs can be used to draw the attention to particular parts of a model or image whilst also allowing for a blending region to achieve a more visually smooth result. This complexity is achieved using: layering and blending of styles; the method of associating styles with subtrees whilst using blend regions to allow smooth transitions between neighbouring styles; and the choice of inheritance properties of family traits.

The main drawback of the method is that some recomputation of field values is necessary, therefore there is a performance cost. This cost is minimised by using hierarchical spatial caching [SWG05] and also allowing SUNs to cache relevant field values.

The main bottleneck is, as is common with implicit surfaces, the field evaluations. For this reason models are generally constructed in relatively low resolution, using a rough to detail approach. As the model is constructed a better rendering of the model is achieved by increasing the resolution (and therefore the approximation to the implicit surface). Finally using the curvature based polygonisation method achieves the best quality rendering in terms of a more accurate approximation to the implicit surface.

The current continuation algorithm for polygonization is fast and the results are adequate for the initial stages of model creation and style assignment. Creating a higher quality image, however, is achieved using a curvature based polygonization.

Figure 8 illustrates the gecko polygonized using the mean curvature heuristic. The modelling tree of the gecko is composed of 13 geometric nodes and 5 style unary nodes. For this example there is a difference regarding the tracking sur-
face based polygonization time. The constant heuristic based polygonization (Fig 1) is faster than the gaussian (Fig 8) as less triangles were generated. However, the curvature based polygonization is faster regarding the number of expansions performed per second as less convergence steps are needed to project points on the surface.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In the research presented in this paper we have described an extension to a hierarchical tree-based ISM system that includes interactively adding style and appearance properties and creating a more accurate curvature based polygonal approximation.

The results presented here illustrate some of the capabilities with using an internal BlobTree node for defining appearances. This includes using field information to evaluate blending regions that extend style choices beyond traditional primitive boundaries.

This method is extendible to other volumetric rendering systems that use scan data. Style nodes can be adapted to use data which is segmented in much the same way as SUN currently are associated with primitives or subtrees.

Unfortunately adding the style nodes has an overhead and requires a traversal of the BlobTree. Future work will redesign the spatial caching to overcome this limitation.

Regarding the underlying polygonal representation of the implicit surface, our approach presents a novel adaptive polygonization algorithm based on curvature information extracted from the scalar field. We follow a surface tracking approach to generate a curvature dependent approximation on the fly. Thanks to several speedup techniques, we achieve a polygonization as fast as the traditional Marching Tetrahedra creating a better approximation.
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